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Capital Market Issues According to Islamic Jurisprudence

QABADH

RESOLUTION

The IISG, at its 8th meeting on 25 January 1996, resolved that the local `urf
be made the basis and guideline to determine the qabadh status in any
transaction. Subsequently, whatever is accepted by the `urf as qabadh can
be used as a guideline for transactions conducted in the Malaysian capital
market.

INTRODUCTION

Qabadh, according to Islamic jurists, means the control and ownership of
something that usually refers to an uqud mu`awadat (exchange contract). It
can be explicitly done as claiming the goods after the sale transaction, or
implicitly, as recognising that as a result of a certain action, qabadh has
successfully taken place. Generally, qabadh depends on the perception of
`urf or the common practices of the local community in recognising that
the control and possession of a good has taken place.263 Islamic jurists also
use a number of other terms which have the same meaning, among which
are: naqd, munajazah, hiyazah, yadd, yadd bi yadd, ha’ wa ha’, qadha` wa
iqtidha`.264

Qabadh is closely related to the theory of `aqd in Islamic jurisprudence, and
this relationship can be seen from two dimensions:265

263 Nazih Hammad, Mu`jam al-Mustalahat, pp. 221–222.
264 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 1, pp. 560–561, 712–716.
265 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 1, p. 499.
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(a) Outcome and obligation of an ̀aqd. An ̀aqd carries certain obligations
binding to the parties involved. For example, in a sale and purchase
`aqd, the seller is obliged to deliver the goods to the buyer. Similarly,
the buyer is obliged to pay the seller. This transaction involving the
collection of goods by the buyer and the payment for the goods to
the seller is called qabadh; and

(b) Completion of an `aqd. Some `aqd require qabadh to complete the
`aqd. An example is the acceptance of payment in `aqd salam, which
is qabadh used as a condition to complete the `aqd. For the sale and
purchase of ribawi goods,266  taqabudh (exchange transaction between
seller and  buyer) is a requirement for the ̀ aqd. If the ̀ aqd partnership
dissolves before the qabadh is effected, the ̀ aqd is considered invalid.

In general, Islamic jurisprudence has outlined two forms of qabadh:

One: Qabadh Haqiqi or Qabadh Hissi267

This qabadh is explicit and as an example, a qabadh transaction occurs when
the buyer is seen taking the goods sold to him. Qabadh in this form usually
takes place when it involves two types of assets:

(a) `Aqar – fixed property such as land and buildings. Qabadh for fixed
property like land is considered to have taken place when the original
owner gives permission to the buyer to take control of the land and
carry out whatever activity he wishes without hindrance. In the context
of administering the real estate, official transfer of ownership by
changing the name on the ownership certificate and the like is enough
to complete the qabadh;268 and

(b) Manqul – movable property such as trading goods, food, vehicles,
etc. Qabadh hakiki is considered to have taken place when it
involves the collection of goods. For example, in the purchase of
books, qabadh hakiki occurs when the buyer collects the books and
pays the price.

266 Ribawi goods comprise various types of goods which have elements of riba. Exchange of such goods
must follow certain set ways to avoid the incident of riba. Please refer to the SAC resolution on riba for
further details.

267 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 1, pp. 717–723.
268 Al-Zarqa’, Al-Madkhal Al-Fiqhi, vol. 2, p. 648.
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Two: Qabadh Hukmi or Qabadh Ma`nawi269

Qabadh hukmi is the opposite of qabadh hakiki, in that the transaction that
takes place is implicit. However, Islamic jurisprudence still equates its status
with that of qabadh hakiki. The following conditions are considered as qabadh
hukmi:

(a) Takhliah – that is, the seller gives permission to the buyer to take the
goods sold, unhindered. For example, the seller delivers the sold goods
to an agent appointed by the buyer to receive the goods on his behalf.
Another example is, the seller opens up his warehouse to show the
wheat to the buyer, as an indication of handing over the wheat to be
sold;270

(b) Muqassah – meaning a contra debt. In a contra debt, an implicit
settlement takes place between the two parties, i.e. debtor and
creditor. As a result of the contra transaction, there is no more debt
between the two parties. For example, Ahmad owes Ali RM2,000.
Then, Ali owes Ahmad the same amount. This means the two parties
are no longer in debt with each other. In this context qabadh hukmi
to the amount of the debt has taken place in the form of contra;271

(c) Earlier action – Qabadh hukmi can also take place due to an earlier
action which shows that qabadh has taken place earlier, although the
earlier qabadh differs in form from the new qabadh. For example, in
the case of a qabadh rental that is followed by a purchase. During
rental, the tenant occupied the rented premises. This represents a
form of early qabadh. Then, the premises is sold to the tenant, and
qabadh hukmi takes place although the qabadh hakiki is after the
sale and purchase `aqd;272 and

(d) Itlaf – qabadh hukmi also takes place when there is itlaf. Itlaf means
damage. If the goods are damaged by the buyer before the sale and
purchase ̀ aqd – when the goods are in the hands of the buyer, qabadh
is still considered to have taken place. The buyer has to pay for the

269 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 1, pp. 560–561, 712–716. Ibnu `Abidin, Hasyiah Rad al-
Mukhtar, vol. 4, p. 562.

270 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 4, p. 562. Haidar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol. 1, p. 251 (section
263, Majallah al-Ahkam al-’Adliyyah).

271 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 4, pp. 726–727.
272 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 4, p. 729.
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goods, if he causes damage while examining them, e.g. dropped the
goods etc. because qabadh for the goods is considered to have taken
place.273

In the present context of the capital market, the concept of qabadh often
touches on issues like bai` dayn, crude palm oil futures contract and contra
trading in the capital market. Hence, understanding this concept is very
important in determining whether the trading status of the instrument is in
line with Shariah principles.

VIEWS OF PAST ISLAMIC JURISTS

Because the Prophet s.a.w. himself mentioned the matter of qabadh in a
number of sale and purchase situations, Islamic jurists discussed whether it
was a valid condition in transactions or otherwise.

The majority of Islamic jurists were of the view that qabadh represented a
valid condition in the transaction of ribawi goods if the said goods have
similar `illah riba, such as similarity in type (sale and purchase of gold with
gold) or difference in type (sale and purchase of gold with silver). The
transaction should meet the conditions of the ̀ aqd ceremony whereby goods
are handed over and payment is made on the spot.

Such a condition does not apply when the transaction of ribawi goods involves
ribawi goods of different `illah, such as buying gold and paying for it with
rice. Gold is categorised as a medium of exchange whereas rice is a staple
food. (See chapter on riba).

TRANSACTION BEFORE QABADH HAKIKI

In general, there are two viewpoints of Islamic jurists regarding this issue:

First viewpoint: Some Islamic jurists were of the view that qabadh is not a
valid rule for a business transaction. Hence, a person should sell his goods
(without exception) before qabadh can take place. Among those of this
view were `Ata’,274 `Uthman al-Batti275 and Syi`ah Imamiyah.276

273 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 4, pp. 731–732.
274 Ibnu Hazm, Al-Muhalla, Dar al-Turath, Cairo, vol. 8, p. 520.
275 Ibnu Rusyd, Bidayah al-Mujtahid, vol. 2, p. 237.
276 OIC, Majallah Majma` al-Fiqh, no. 6, vol. 1, p. 478.
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Second viewpoint: The majority of Islamic jurists were of the view that
qabadh hakiki is valid for the transaction of some types of goods.277 This was
based on validated prophetic traditions which forbade the sale of some
types of goods before qabadh hakiki.

Nevertheless, they were of differing views in deciding on the `illah and
guidelines for the types of goods that should be included under this
restriction. This is because the prophetic traditions which discussed qabadh
were very generally stated and related to food. The Islamic jurists tried to
find an answer as to whether the restriction was only specific for food or
whether it applied to other things. Among the hadith used to support qabadh
hakiki were:

Meaning: “From Ibnu `Abbas, it was narrated that the Prophet s.a.w.
had forbidden a man from selling food he had not yet procured. Ibnu
`Abbas was asked as to its form. He answered; dirham with dirham,
and food after it has been procured.”278

Meaning: “From Abdullah bin Dinar that he had heard Ibnu ’Umar
said, the Prophet s.a.w. said: Whoever buys food, he should not resell
it before he procures it (qabadh hakiki).”279

Based on the above hadith and a few other narrations with the same
understanding, the Prophet s.a.w. had forbidden the resale of food before
qabadh hakiki. Such evidence shows the importance of qabadh hakiki in
sale and purchase transactions involving specifically food which is perishable.

277 Al-Zuhaili, Al-Fiqh al-Islami, vol. 4, p. 382.
278 Hadith narrated by Bukhari, Muslim and Tirmizi.
279 Hadith narrated by Bukhari and Malik.
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In general, the Hanafi, Shafi`i and Hanbali Mazhab were of the view that the
`illah forbidding the sale of an object before qabadh hakiki was due to the
presence of gharar. This was because of the concern that the goods might
not be delivered due to damage or other factors.




